A “Totally” New Concept For An Eclipse Preparation Book

The readily available eclipse books are organized with chapters containing a single eclipse subject. And many chapters contain subjects not necessary for having a successful “eclipse day.” The books require the reader to pick and choose information from multiple chapters to create a coherent plan for what happens on “eclipse day.”

My new e-book takes a fresh approach that makes preparing for a total eclipse more intuitive.

The focus of my book is “eclipse day!” I divide the day into 28 unique events, each of which is a chapter that follows the progression of the eclipse! The chapters describe setup tips, observation tips, astronomy, science, photography, videography, etc.

All information relevant to that eclipse event is available right in that chapter!

1. Observing Site
2. First Contact
3. The Partial Phases
4. Temperature Changes
5. Pinhole Projection Images
6. Sharp and Fuzzy Shadows
7. Mysterious Eclipse Breeze
8. Convective Clouds
9. Animal Behavior
10. Ambient Lighting Changes
11. Shadow Bands
12. Umbra Approach
13. Remove Solar Filters
14. Diamond Ring
15. Baily's Beads
16. Second Contact
17. Totality
18. Planets and Stars
19. Max Eclipse Horizon
20. Third Contact
21. Baily's Beads
22. Diamond Ring
23. Replace Camera Filters
24. Shadow Bands
25. Umbra Exit
26. Final Partial Phases
27. Fourth Contact
28. The Eclipse Ends
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